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since developed by the author will find some difficulty in paralleling
the test series with the material presented in this book. As a resume
of progress in the psychology of handwriting this volume stands alone.

M. FREYD

OSSIP-LOURI^. La Graphomanie. Paris: Alcan, 1920. Pp. 232.
This treatise on the disease of writing too much opens with a

short review of the origins of written language and the underlying
psychology of language. Under pathological conditions written
expression degenerates. The object of the author is not to study
such derangement but to observe literary graphomania as it occurs
outside asylums. He does not, however, succeed in drawing a clear-
cut picture of the malady. Mania for a literary career may be a
common attribute of many sorts of egocentric vain individuals.
Nor does the author draw a line between second and third-rate writ-
ing and the morbid variety. Possibly he thinks no line should be
drawn. The creative writer who writes in order to say something
instead of writing in order to write is not concerned with reputation.
The graphomaniac suffers from the delusion of grandeur and wishes
to draw attention to himself. He has a remarkable verbal memory
and goes from the word to the idea; his pen moves faster than his
attention, hence stereotypy and echo-phrases are a feature of his
work.

Although literary graphomania is the chief form, there are other
varieties of the disease, such as the mania for carving one's name on
public monuments or on natural wonders (glaciers are cited!), and
the mania for writing letters of the everyday and the anonymous
sort. There are also simulators whose mythical productions never
see the light of print. All in all, a frightful epidemic has invaded
the world. Few individuals are immune, the majority have written
or are writing a book or a pamphlet. Letters by the milliard, books
by the thousands, pamphlets innumerable! And in train of the
graphomaniac trails his sad satellite, the reading-maniac, vainly
striving to keep abreast of the flood.

In discussing the causes of graphomania, the author blames, in
part, a system of education which encourages writing without
thought, by utilizing copy and dictation. The man who really thinks
never writes rapidly; but rapid composition is enforced in school
routine. Graphomania flourishes because of the failure of true
criticism and the commercialization of literature. And then there
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is the woman-movement,—and all women writers with only a few
exceptions are graphomaniacs!

As a curative measure the author suggests educational reform.
Graphomaniacs, once afflicted, rarely recover, but isolation, solitude,
and silence are recommended as therapeutic measures worth trying.
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